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Some numbers about Dubai international:

• 1100 movements a day in 2013
• 1300 movements a day expected in 2015
• 1800 movements a day expected in 2020
  
  ➢ 60% of Daily movements are heavy/Super
  ➢ percentage is expected to be maintained in 2015 but exceeded by 2020

DWC operations increasing drastically
Why RECAT

Civil military coordination

Enhanced airspace procedures

Enhanced cross border coordination

RECAT

DANS Capacity and performances enhancement plan
The project

Feasibility phase

- Theoretical capacity assessment
- Technology enhancement
- Safety case
- Training plan

- What “version” fit better with Dubai fleet
- Internal and external brainstorming
- EASA and GCAA working agreement
- Data collection
Implementation Plan

Implementation phase May 2014
Live trial Q1 2015
Implementation Q2 2015

RECAT Implementation high level timescale
Dubai challenge

- Implementation phase May 2014
- Live trial Q3 2014
- Implementation Q1 2015
Thank you